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Comments for August 2014
Slow, low-volume, summer markets were a constant for
all asset classes. Existing trends meandered on. Europe
appeared to be gliding further towards deflation and a
lack of growth. The US at last has confirmed better
growth and the dollar has finally gained some traction.
Our three funds have progressed in this environment.
September and October risk to see a lot more volatility.

first US rate hikes and the cost push inflation we are
expecting. We still believe that precious mines will not
make new lows even if bullion does.

The panic reaction by the ECB on 4 September and the
surprisingly weak jobs report from the US on
5 September have already stressed the market at the start
of September. Gold still has not regained sufficient
speculative attraction from the West and physical
demand from the East is not yet strong enough to put
prices higher. The possibility of a rapid rising US dollar
and the idea that we live in a new normal lala land where
equities backed by ZIRP policies from central bankers
are the only game in town, keeps the gold price in a tight
range. Will the dollar now fly higher and higher? Will
Draghi’s efforts help overcome Europe’s weakness? What
about Euro bank AQR tests impact. Will the US grow
above 3% and see the start of cost push inflation
becoming a market force? Will geopolitics stay a sideway
market action or will the market reappraise them?
Answers to these questions will be needed in order to
change this gold market from a corrective to a full bullish
market. We are not yet there and the risk to see gold
correct towards $1080 and even $950 can definitely not
be excluded in an ultimate attack on the hard-die gold
bugs and to clear all the weak hands before gold rallies
for years towards $3500 and higher. If this downside
move has to come, we see it exhaust by the first trimester
of 2015. Before that gold still has a chance to move to the
upper band of its actual range if there is a correction in
the equity markets in September-October.

iW Alternativ SIF – Low Risk

We have defined 2014 as a transition year for the gold
market and so far it has been doing just that. The only
difference to our original scenario is that the final bottom
in bullion could be delayed towards March 2015. The
horrible winter in the US which saw the GDP put firmly
in the negative was the principle culprit responsible for
this delay. It has also delayed the rise of the dollar, the
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Performances and trading

The fund has increased by 1,7% in August, NAV
10.002,08 EUR.
iW Alternativ SIF – Commodities
The fund has increased by 3,9% in August, NAV
464,00 EUR.
iW Alternativ SIF – Real Value Growth
The fund has increased by 2,8% in August, NAV 74,92
EUR (I), NAV 73,43 EUR (P)
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Best regards,
The fund manager
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Note : This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any
person or entity who is a citizen or resident of, or located in, any locality, state,
country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use
would be contrary to law or regulation. Additional information is available upon
request.
The information, tools and material presented in this document are provided for
information purposes only and are not to be used or considered as an offer or
solicitation to buy, sell or subscribe any securities or other financial instruments. Past
performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance
and no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made by “iW” regarding
future performance. Information found in this report has been prepared based on
information provided by various financial sources. Information usually attributable to
a unique specific source is quoted whenever such information is available. Otherwise,
the information may have been gathered from public news dissemination services such
as Bloomberg, Reuters or any other news services.
Information and opinions presented by “iW” have been obtained from sources
believed to be reliable, and, although all reasonable care has been taken, “iW” is not
able to make any representation as to its accuracy or completeness. Accordingly, “iW”
accepts no liability for loss arising from the use of this document presented for
information purposes only. “iW” has no obligation to update, modify or amend this
report or otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein
becomes inaccurate.
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